INTRODUCTION
Any investigation in the plant science of ancient India necessitates the survey of Sanskrit works, as they are replete with reference to plants, leaves, flowers, fruits, seeds and grains. But a modern student of botany finds it difficult to ascertain the correct identity of these plants, because most of the Sanskrit works contain fragmentary description of the plants. Even the works of Caraka and Susruta do no have complete description of the plants referred to in them. Further, in Sanskrit language a single plant is designated by many names. Some part(s) and product(s) or certain plants have some special names too. This plurality of name enhances the difficulty of establishing the correct botanical identity of plants. Botanists occasionally differ in assigning scientific equivalents to Sanskrit plant names, and at times two Sanskrit synonyms are identified as two different plants. For example, Paribhadra (ka) is a syonym of Parijata (Apte, 1959 : 333) , but Balapure, Maheshwari and Tandon (1987) There are other such examples. Thus it seems that if the Sanskrit synonyms of plant names could be collected from some authentic Sanskrit works, the problem of deciding their botanical identity could be reduced considerably. With this idea in view the present work was started, searching the Sanskrit Puranas, the works of encyclopaedic nature.
It appears that the Garuda Purana, a Maha Purana compiled in between 850 A.D to 1000 A.D (Hazra, 1979) forms a good basis to start in this direction. This Garuda Purana contains, in the chapter no. 202 of Purvabhaga, some synonyms of 144 Sanskrit plant -names.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The scientific equivalents of the key Sanskrit names (sysnonyms of which are given in the have been obtained by consulting the works of Brandis (1911) , Majumdar (1927 Majumdar ( , 1935 , Basu (1966) , Roy (1967) , Chopra (1975) , Randhawa (1979) , Banerji (1980) , Dutt (1980) , Kirtikar & Basu (1981) , Dey (1984) , Balapure, Maheswari and Tandon (1987) , Rai & Shukla (1989) , Sensarma (1989) , in addition to the Wealth of India, published by CSIR, India. Then these scientific names have been put against the other Sanskrit names. The Sanskrit plant names and their synonyms have been arranged alphabetically and their scientific names mentioned in Appendix I.
The Sanskrit name for which botanists have suggested different botanical equivalents have been shown in the Appendix II.
The scientific names of some Sanskrit plant names could not be obtained; those Sanskrit names have been mentioned in the Appendix I along with other plant names.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The synonyms of the plant -names given in the Garuda Purana may help in determine the botanical identity of the plants mentioned in the Sanskrit works to a great extent. But the synonyms given by this Purana are not always beyond dispute. While this Purana are not always beyond dispute. While this Purana states that galava is a synonymn of madana, Apte (1959) holds the same word as a name of lodhra.
Like many other Sanskrit works, the Garuda Purana also uses same Sanskrit name for different plants, e.g. Amrta for vrscikali, sveta for guduci; krsna for magadhi and vrhati Hingu for kakadani and ramatha, etc.
Thus, it appears that for determining the appropriate botanical equivalent of the Sanskrit plant names, sorting out the correct Sanskrit synonyms of the plant -names is the first necessity. To do this job, all the important Sanskrit works should be analyzed by competent person (s).
The next step should be compilation of the description of plants from most, if not all, Sanskrit works. This compilation, it is expected, will enable to reconstruct the characteristics of each individual plant to some level beyond dispute. On the basis of these descriptions the botanical identification of the plants can be attempted with certain degree of accuracy and the scope of difference among the botanists will be reduced, if not eliminated.
These tasks are vast and complex and call for a teamwork by competent Sanskrits and Botanists.
But for comprehending the history of plant science in India from the ancient period, to have the knowledge about the usefulness of the plants available in India, and to link modern folk-lore and plant uses with the ancient culture of India, these tasks are inescapable.
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